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By SARAH JONES

Bricks-and-mortar department stores have failed to catch up to pure-play online retailer Net-A-Porter, with the
ecommerce site outperforming them in online operations, according to new research from ContactLab and Exane
BNP Paribas.

With added pressure from earlier moving ecommerce ventures, U.S. retailers were expected to ramp up their digital
efforts to reach the same level as these digitally native retailers. While the retailers with a physical presence excel at
connecting online and in-store, they fall behind Net-A-Porter when it comes to online-specific service.

"Net-A-Porter is digital native and is extremely consistent in assuring a top luxury performance in the majority of the
more than 100 digital and physical touch points we have been evaluating along the online purchasing process," said
Marco Pozzi, senior advisor at ContactLab. "Strangely U.S. department stores came out better on the digital touch
pointsin particular Nordstrom and Saks, while are average or lagging on physical touch points.

"It should not be difficult for department stores to improve packaging, fillers, documentation and overall care in
order to give a more luxury and less Amazon like feeling to online customers," he said. "Of course this requires
focus on the problem, and for sure additional costs."

After investigating the services of luxury brands in Milan, ContactLab has shifted its sights to the United States. "The
Online Purchase Experience Ranking: From Milan to New York City" ranks 31 monobrand and five retailers based
on the process of buying via ecommerce and returning items in New York.

Selling service
Net-A-Porter, the only etailer in the report's rankings, began selling luxury goods online in 2000. Its early adoption of
online selling continues to pay off, with the report placing Net-A-Porter in sixth place, with its closest multi-brand
competitor Saks Fifth Avenue in 13th.

Nordstrom follows at 18, Barneys New York comes in at 26th and Bergdorf Goodman comes in second to last on the
entire list at 35th.
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Across the entire sample, ContactLab and Exane BNP Paribas found that the variance in scores given to each brand
is lesser, showing that the outliers are beginning to catch up to the more advanced digital marketers. When
compared to the assessment made in Milan nine months ago, ContactLab found that the rankings were very similar
for both physical and digital touchpoints.

Balenciaga, Fendi and Saint Laurent sit at the top of the rankings, reflective of the dominance of boutique labels
over mega brands such as Louis Vuitton. Gucci has remained stable, while Burberry and Prada go against the trend
with slight improvement.
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When comparing luxury groups, ContactLab and Exane BNP Paribas show Kering in a positive positioning as it
makes improvement in online selling while other conglomerates have more mixed progress.

"Balenciaga, Saint Laurent and Bottega Veneta all benefit from the elite excellence in digital processes and supply
chain, a clear accelerator not only in Europe and the U.S., but above all in Asia.

"Fendi, the last major luxury brand launching the ecommerce channel, has been able to engineer a superior and
coherent experience on both digital and physical touch points," he said.

"The task is more difficult for mega-brand like Louis Vuitton, Gucci, Hermes, Burberry, Prada, which generally must
adapt older and somehow more rigid software platforms. In addition, the pace of change in big organizations is
always slower."

In New York, luxury brands' digital experiences were generally more advanced than they were in Italy. For instance,
both Tod's and Bottega Veneta offer a quick buy option at checkout in the U.S., enabling shoppers to place an order
without registering for an account, something their European online stores require.

Some key areas where brands can improve are their abandoned cart communications and packaging.

Other best practices revolve around communication throughout the order process. While most index brands
provided prompt replies to customer service emails, some including Cartier and Gucci never responded.

In addition, few brands provided information about the packaging as the order was placed, a best practice outlined
by the report.
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When it comes to returns, Burberry and Cartier top the rankings in service offered, and the majority of department
stores rank high. Most brands institute a window for returns, with Nordstrom standing out for its unlimited time to
return.

While most returns are free, some brands charge a small fee.

Increasing importance
Ecommerce is going to be the major growth driver in the luxury industry for the foreseeable future.

Seven percent of personal luxury goods sales are made via ecommerce today, but online retail will represent 12
percent of the luxury market by 2020, according to projections from the Boston Consulting Group (see story).

ContactLab and ExaneBNP Paribas project that ecommerce's penetration of the luxury market will be even greater,
representing 15 percent of sales by 2020. In the United States, ecommerce's position within the luxury industry was
already at 12 percent in 2014, far higher than the 4 percent average across the rest of the world.

Every step in the purchase process goes into brand perception, making customer service and presentation
paramount.

Consumers buying luxury goods online are more apt to pay extra to ensure a package's on-time arrival than those
purchasing other products.

While 84 percent of luxury shoppers said they would shell out more for on-time delivery, only 67 percent of all
consumers said the same. As a survey by Dotcom Distribution finds, luxury clientele has higher expectations of the
ecommerce delivery service, making fast shipping, packaging and communication key to winning repeat business
(see story).

"I believe it is  mostly a matter of focus and priorities," Mr. Pozzi said. "Too often the digital agenda is fragmented
across too many functionsecommerce, CRM, marketing, ITand a formal and shared digital dashboard is missing.

"In addition, some brands still resist in shifting the budget from physical to digital," he said. "Last, even if not digital
native, CEOs should always be somehow in charge of the digital agenda, and shareholders should push for this if
they are reluctant."
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